Xepto Education is an education-technology solution that enables connection, engagement, and remote
management of students.
With technology, we empower educators and learners with equal access to world-class, high-quality tools and
platforms for teaching, training, and development.
The Xepto Learning Management System (LMS) is an education-technology solution that enables connection,
engagement, and remote management of students. Educators can publish their courses online with a
combination of interactive multimedia formats. This encourages students to go beyond just consuming content
on their screens, and engage with their fellow learners and teachers towards a more productive exchange.
With Xepto LMS, school leaders and parents also have monitoring access to the progress of the students,
promoting a collaborative environment for the learners, even while learning from home. Reports are
automatically generated with data-based information to improve the curriculum and performance of students,
teachers, and the entire organization.
All these up and running in a system that’s accessible anywhere, 24/7.

Build
multimedia courses

Videos, presentations, documents,
audio recordings — Xepto LMS
can host a variety of content and
files to best present the lessons to
learners.

Create
engaging activities

Design dynamic and interactive
activities and make each lesson
engaging. No need to be limited
to traditional lecture and exam
formats.

Customize
learning experiences

Know how each student is faring
at any given time. Keep fast
learners interested with advanced
work, and provide more support to
those who need it.

Xepto LMS Features
Xepto LMS is packed with features that will help every department of the school or organization nurture a
productive and effective learning environment.

School Administrators

Xepto LMS helps school administrators operate efficiently and effectively in the new normal: facilitate
good communication flow despite movement restrictions, make decisions based on data, and keep the
organization going through any disruption.
• Announcements for the class, batch, parents, employees, or for the whole system
• Built-in analytics and reports
• Grade book export to DepEd forms

IT Administrators

Xepto LMS is designed with resilience in mind. It is optimized to perform efficiently in the cloud and
equipped with tools and settings that will safeguard your organization’s assets and your user data. With
Xepto’s Support Team, Xepto LMS is lightweight on maintenance.
•
•
•
•

Managed software updates
Service monitoring and recovery
Fully-automated backups on the cloud
Full restoration from image backups

• Fully encrypted to prevent attacks
• Role-based user restrictions
• Outage and maintenance notification

Educators

Instructors create their video, audio, and text materials right in Xepto LMS. The platform enables active
learning through interactivities, forums, and assessments. With an intuitive platform to house their courses,
teachers can focus on putting together quality content.
• Highly intuitive user interface for creating
interactive content
• Built-in course workflow
• Centralized and consolidated storehouse of
educational data

• Customizable fonts and colors
• Auto-enrol students into courses
• Provides a collaborative platform for
course creators

Learners

The learner remains at the center of the pedagogy that Xepto LMS is built on. Though remote, students take
up courses as they were designed by the instructors, at a pace that is comfortable for self-managed learning
with courses in interactive formats for better engagement and retention.
• Fully digital delivery for remote learners
• Downloadable files for offline consumption

• Digital course certificates

The Xepto Difference:
We make Xepto LMS work for you
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Implementation

Onboarding

Set up cloud LMS based on best
practices that have worked for
client schools

Training for teachers, students,
parents, and administrators on how
to use the LMS according to their
roles
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Continuous Support

Continued support through a
helpdesk, training sessions, and
quality content through Xepto
Academy

Experience Xepto LMS
We’ll be happy to talk with you about how we can empower education in the new normal.
Email us at hello@xeptoeducation.com to book a demo.
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